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ARTICLE

Genetics and Genomics

Exome sequencing of affected duos and trios uncovers PRUNE2
as a novel prostate cancer predisposition gene
Marta Cardoso1, Sofia Maia1, Andreia Brandão1, Ruta Sahasrabudhe2, Paul Lott2, Natalia Belter2, Luis G. Carvajal-Carmona 2,3,4,
Paula Paulo1 and Manuel R. Teixeira 1,5,6✉

© The Author(s), under exclusive licence to Springer Nature Limited 2022

BACKGROUND: Prostate cancer (PrCa) is one of the most hereditable human cancers, however, only a small fraction of patients has
been shown to carry deleterious variants in known cancer predisposition genes.
METHODS:Whole-exome sequencing was performed in multiple affected members of 45 PrCa families to select the best candidate
genes behind part of the PrCa missing hereditability. Recurrently mutated genes were prioritised, and further investigated by
targeted next-generation sequencing in the whole early-onset and/or familial PrCa series of 462 patients.
RESULTS: PRUNE2 stood out from our analysis when also considering the available data on its association with PrCa development.
Ten germline pathogenic/likely pathogenic variants in the PRUNE2 gene were identified in 13 patients. The most frequent variant
was found in three unrelated patients and identical-by-descent analysis revealed that the haplotype associated with the variant is
shared by all the variant carriers, supporting the existence of a common ancestor.
DISCUSSION: This is the first report of pathogenic/likely pathogenic germline variants in PRUNE2 in PrCa patients, namely in those
with early-onset/familial disease. Importantly, PRUNE2 was the most frequently mutated gene in the whole series, with a deleterious
germline variant identified in 2.8% of the patients, representing a novel prostate cancer predisposition gene.

British Journal of Cancer (2023) 128:1077–1085; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41416-022-02125-6

BACKGROUND
Prostate cancer (PrCa) is among the top five incident and deadliest
cancers in men worldwide, with nearly 1.4 million new cases and
375,000 deaths in 2020, ranking second and fifth regarding
incidence and mortality, respectively [1]. Despite being such a
common disease, its aetiology remains poorly understood, with
only three well-established risk factors, namely, advancing age,
African ancestry, and a family history of the disease [1, 2].
Concerning family history, the relative risk of PrCa increases two-
to threefold for men having a first-degree relative with PrCa and
increases three to fivefold if the affected relative is diagnosed with
PrCa before age 60 [3, 4]. In fact, the heritability of PrCa is one of
the highest among human cancers, with inherited predisposition
estimated to account for 5–15% of all cases [5–7], but, contrarily to
other common cancers, very little is known about the causal
genetic factors. The scarce knowledge, however, reveals signifi-
cant genetic heterogeneity, with the contribution of both rare and
common germline variants in moderate- to high-risk alleles and in
low-risk alleles, respectively [2, 8].
Of the patients presenting familial aggregation and/or early-

onset disease, only a few have been shown to carry rare

deleterious variants in the HOXB13 gene [9–11], in genes
predisposing to Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer and Lynch
Syndromes [12–14], namely, BRCA1, BRCA2 and the mismatch
repair (MMR) genes, or in additional DNA repair genes, such as
ATM, CHEK2 and PALB2 [15–18]. We have previously reported that,
altogether, mutations in the BRCA2, MSH2 and HOXB13 genes
account for only around 1.5% of our patients with early-onset and/
or familial PrCa [11, 14]. Furthermore, using targeted next-
generation sequencing (T-NGS) of 94 genes known to be involved
in inherited cancer predisposition, we have identified pathogenic
and “likely/potentially pathogenic” germline mutations in 14.9% of
121 PrCa cases selected for the high likelihood of hereditary
disease [15]. Notwithstanding, most of our patients with early-
onset or/and familial PrCa remain without a molecular diagnosis,
and, thus, unveiling the missing heritability of PrCa may require
the use of a more comprehensive and genome-wide approach.
Populations with a high prevalence of founder effects, which is the
case of the population from the north of Portugal, may simplify
the identification of new cancer predisposition genes, especially
when associated with homogeneous environmental exposures
that reduce the non-genetic variance. We have previously
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identified common founder mutations in BRCA1, BRCA2 and in
MMR genes [19–21], illustrating well how the structure of our
population may help to identify rare variants and prioritise
candidate genes involved in inherited cancer predisposition.
Aiming to identify new deleterious germline mutations behind

a significant part of the missing PrCa hereditability, we performed
whole-exome sequencing (WES) in duos and trios of PrCa patients
from 45 of the 462 families previously recruited [11]. The best
candidate genes were included in a customised NGS gene panel
to access the prevalence of germline variants in a validation series
of 417 additional PrCa families.

METHODS
Patients and samples
This study enrolled 462 index cases from a previously described early-
onset and/or familial PrCa series, which were recruited based on two
criteria: an early-onset disease with PrCa diagnosis before the age of 56,
and/or familial/hereditary PrCa with more than one case with PrCa and at
least one family member diagnosed before the age of 66 [11]. The
peripheral blood sample obtained from each patient recruited was labelled
HPC (denoting the aim of the study to identify hereditary prostate cancer)
followed by a sequential number. Regarding the histopathological
diagnosis, all patients had prostate adenocarcinoma except one diagnosed
with prostatic basal cell carcinoma and one with carcinosarcoma. The
average age at onset was 56.6 years.
Germline DNA from all patients was extracted from peripheral blood

leucocytes using the MagNA Pure LC DNA Isolation Kit —Large Volume
(Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Penzberg, Germany). All DNA samples were
quantified using Qubit dsDNA HS Assay (Thermofisher, Carlsbad, CA, USA),
and their integrity was assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

Discovery series. We hypothesised that sequencing duos and trios of
affected relatives would help to identify new PrCa predisposing genes, by
allowing prioritisation of variants that segregate with the disease. Forty-
nine of the 462 families provided DNA samples from two or three affected
relatives (including the proband). Of those, 45 families, specifically, 6 with
three available DNA samples and 39 with two available DNA samples, were
selected for WES according to the following prioritisation: firstly, families
with three available DNA samples; secondly, families with more than two
family members diagnosed with PrCa; thirdly, families with probands
diagnosed before the age of 61; and, lastly, families with the lowest
average age at onset. The initial genetic screening with whole-exome
sequencing (the “discovery series”) therefore included 96 patients from 45
families of the 462 families recruited. All the selected families had between
two and six affected relatives (Supplementary Table 1), with an average
number of 3.3 PrCa diagnoses per family. The degree of relationship
between probands and affected relatives is shown in Supplementary
Table 2. Demographic and clinicopathological characteristics are shown in
Supplementary Table 3.

Validation series. To validate the involvement of the most promising
candidate genes identified in the discovery series, the germline DNA from
the remaining 417 index cases, regardless of the carrier status for variants
in known DNA repair genes [14, 15], was sequenced using a customised
NGS gene panel. The demographic and clinicopathological characteristics
of these patients have already been described [11].

Sequencing
Whole-exome sequencing
Capture and sequencing: Approximately 1 μg of genomic DNA was
enriched for exonic regions using the SureSelectXT2 Human All Exon v5 kit
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA), according to the SureSe-
lectXT2 Target Enrichment System for Illumina Multiplexed Sequencing
protocol, at the Carvajal-Carmona Laboratory, Genome Center & Depart-
ment of Biochemistry and Molecular Medicine, University of California,
Davis, CA, USA. Sequencing of the pooled enriched libraries was an
outsourced service, provided by the Beijing Genomics Institute sequencing
facility at the UC Davis campus in Sacramento, CA, USA, and was
performed with 100 bp paired-end reads using the Illumina HiSeq 2000
platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA).

Data processing: Raw sequence data was received in paired-end FASTQ
format and processed at the Carvajal-Carmona Laboratory. Data were
demultiplexed and converted to Sanger encoding using seqtk (https://
github.com/lh3/seqtk). Fastq quality was assessed and checked with
FastqQC (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/).
Quality trimming was performed by SICKLE (https://github.com/najoshi/
sickle). Sequence reads were trimmed and aligned to the Genome Analysis
Toolkit (GATK) bundle human genome build GRCh37_decoy/hg19 using
Burrows-Wheeler Alignment (BWA-mem, version 0.7.8-r455) [22, 23] and
PCR duplicates were removed using Picard (1.118). GATK (v3.2–2)
IndelRealigner and BaseRecalibrator were used for indel realignment and
base quality score recalibration, and variants were called with five different
callers: Freebayes [24], GATK HaplotypeCaller algorithm [25, 26], SAMtools
[27], SNVer [28] and VarScan [29].

Variant annotation and prioritisation: Variants for all callers were
combined and filtered according to the following filters: coverage ≥10;
variant counts ≥5; variant frequency ≥10%; average single nucleotide
variants (SNV) base quality ≥22; and ≥10% of variant reads on both strands.
Variant annotation was carried out with ANNOVAR [30]. For secondary
variant filtering, intronic variants at more than 2-bp away from exon-intron
boundaries, synonymous, UTR variants, and variants present in more than
10% of the samples were excluded. In addition, an in-house perl-based
script adapted from the ANNOVAR software was created to gather
information for MAF (minor allele frequency) in non-Finnish European
(NFE) and Iberic (IBS) populations, from the Genome Aggregation Database
[gnomAD v2.1.1, June 2021] and the 1000 Genomes Project [1000 G, Phase
3 data], and for the pathogenicity predictors available at dbNSFP (v3.5).
NFE data from 1000G was obtained by subtracting Finnish (FIN) data from
the total of populations with European ancestry (FIN, GBR, CEU, and IBS).
Frameshift, nonsense, or splicing variants with MAF ≤ 0.15% in NFE and IBS
were retained in order to reduce the chance of filtering out eventual
deleterious founder variants that could be relatively common in our
population. Missense variants with MAF ≤ 0.15% and predicted to be
damaging/deleterious by at least 9 of 11 pathogenicity predictors and
supported by at least 3 of 4 conservation predictors (Supplementary
Table 7), were considered “potentially pathogenic” and were retained,
while variants classified as “likely benign” according to the guidelines of
the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and the
Association for Molecular Pathology (ACMG-AMP, source: InterVar [31])
were filtered out.
Since the goal of this study was to find new recurrently mutated genes

associated with PrCa inherited predisposition, as a final candidate gene
approach, we have prioritised genes with at least two variants identified (at
least one frameshift, nonsense or affecting consensus splice sites)
segregating with the disease in the families, which had been reported as
having a role in PrCa development but not linked with DNA repair. To
make sure that the prioritised variants were associated with the disease
instead of being populational, all the variants found more frequently in
healthy controls than in PrCa cases (described below), were discarded.
PRUNE2 was the single gene fitting all these criteria.

Targeted next-generation sequencing (T-NGS). DNA samples from the
index patients of both the discovery and the validation series were
sequenced using a customised gene panel designed with Agilent
SureDesign, covering, among other genes, the coding and splicing regions
of PRUNE2 (NM_015225.3).
For library preparation, ~50 ng of DNA were enriched for the custom

primer regions using the SureSelectQXT protocol, following Agilent’s
recommendations. Enriched libraries were pooled and sequencing out-
sourced by Health[in]Code (Spain, Coruña) in an Illumina HiSeq 2000
platform.

Data processing: The NextGENe software (v2.4.2.2; Softgenetics, State
College, PA, USA) was used for sequence alignment to the reference
genome (GRCh37/hg19) and variant calling. For analysis of single
nucleotide variants (SNVs) and INDELs, both BAM and VCF files were
imported into GeneticistAssistant (v1.8; Softgenetics) for quality control,
variant annotation and primary filtering.

Variant annotation and prioritisation: Variants present in more than
10% of the samples in the whole dataset and variants with an alternative
allele frequency (VAF) < 15% in any given patient were excluded to remove
sequencing artefacts and low-level somatic mosaicism (which in any case
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are unlikely to be validated with Sanger sequencing). The performance of
the SureSelect custom panel was evaluated by assessing per base
coverage using an in-house python-based script, considering the full
coding and splicing consensus regions. Variants in PRUNE2 were filtered as
described above for WES data and were validated by Sanger sequencing.
All the variants detected by WES, as well as variants reported in previous

studies [11, 14, 15] were also identified by T-NGS, further validating the
performance of our custom NGS gene panel.

Genotyping by KASP technology
To understand if the most promising variants found in the PrCa patients
are specifically associated with cancer development or, in opposition, are
population-related, all frameshift, nonsense or splicing variants, as well as
the most promising missense variants, were genotyped in 710 Portuguese
control subjects, previously described [15]. For this purpose, the KASP SNP
genotyping chemistry (LGC Genomics, Berlin, Germany) was used,
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Assay primers (Supplemen-
tary Table 4) were designed using the Primer-Blast [32] and the PCR
reactions were run on a Roche LightCycler 480 Real-Time instrument. For
data analysis, the LightCycler 480 Software 1.5.0 was used.

Haplotype analysis
To evaluate if recurrent variants identified in at least three families
potentially resulted from founder effects in the population, identical-by-
descent and phylogenetic analyses were performed for all carriers, from
both the discovery and validation series.
The T-NGS data were phased using BEAGLE 4.1 [33], and identical-by-

descent (IBD) haplotypes were determined using BEAGLE Refined IBD
algorithm [34]. The lengths of the shared haplotype segments were
estimated by the distance between the two last shared markers flanking
the variants. Phylogenetic networks were reconstructed based on the
median-joining algorithm [35] using PopART v1.7 [36].
A similar IBD and haplotype approach was applied to high-density SNP

genotype data from the Portuguese early-onset and/or familial PrCa
sample collection (354 PrCa cases and 180 controls) obtained with the
Infinium OncoArray-500K BeadChip (Illumina), previously described [37], as
part of the PRACTICAL consortium.

RESULTS
Variants in PRUNE2
PRUNE2 was the only candidate gene fitting all the variant
annotation and prioritisation criteria indicated above. Six different
non-missense variants were identified in the PRUNE2 gene in eight
families, two of which were in patients belonging to the discovery
series, and four in patients from the validation series (Table 1).
Regarding missense variants, 28 were found, all in patients from
the validation series (Supplementary Table 5).

Non-missense variants. Two index patients from the discovery
series were found to harbour PRUNE2 non-missense variants. One
is an in-frame insertion variant, c.111_113dup, carried by patient

HPC387 and his affected paternal cousin HPC516, the first having
been diagnosed by the age of 50, and the latter by the age of 59
(Fig. 1a). The other is a splicing variant, c.7514-1G>A, shared by
HPC164 and his brother, HPC486, who were diagnosed at the age
of 51 and 60 years, respectively (Fig. 1b). They have two more
affected brothers, however, further segregation analysis was not
possible. None of these variants was found in our series of 710
healthy controls.
We identified four additional non-missense variants in patients

belonging to the validation series, specifically, one nonsense, one
frameshift, one in-frame and one splicing variant. The stop-gain
variant, c.421C>T, which leads to a premature stop codon at
codon 141, is carried by an early-onset patient, HPC403, diagnosed
by the age of 53 and with no family history of PrCa. One healthy
male was also found to carry the same variant. Patient HPC493 is
the carrier of the frameshift variant c.2188dup and was diagnosed
at 55 years, having a deceased paternal uncle with PrCa. This
variant, which results in a premature stop codon at codon 735,
was not found in non-cancer controls. Apart from the in-frame
variant found in the discovery series, a second in-frame deletion
variant (c.7669_7671del) found in a validation series’ patient,
HPC433, was also absent in controls. The carrier was diagnosed at
58 years and his father also had PrCa, although his sample was not
available to test for segregation. Lastly, three non-related patients,
HPC119, HPC139, and HPC314, carry the same splicing variant, the
c.509-2A>G transition, which was not found in any healthy control
subject. The first patient (HPC119) fulfils the two recruitment
criteria (Fig. 2a), with PrCa diagnosed at the age of 55, and with a
strong family history of the disease, having five affected family
members, specifically, the father, two brothers, one paternal
cousin and one maternal uncle. Unfortunately, the relatives are
either deceased or living abroad, making it unfeasible to perform
additional segregation studies. The other carriers of this variant,
patients HPC139 and HPC314, were also diagnosed at an early
age, at 54 and 55 years, respectively, but had no family history of
PrCa (Fig. 2b, c). We have tried to amplify the cDNA of the tumour
sample from patient HPC314, the single available at our
institution, however, the bad quality of the RNA sample did not
allow to pursue additional studies on aberrant splicing events.
Moreover, as PRUNE2 is not expressed in the blood (GTEx Portal
accessed in 07/27/21), RNA analysis in a germline sample would
not be informative.
To further address if the variants 7514-1G>A and c.509-2A>G,

which occur in very conserved splicing regions [38] at −1 and −2
upstream of exon 5 and exon 9, respectively, can interfere with the
normal splicing, we queried different in silico software. In fact,
both splicing variants were predicted to be disease-causing by
MutationTaster [39], and to affect the acceptor splice site, and,
consequently, interfere with splicing, by the in silico tools Human

Table 1. Non-missense variants found in PRUNE2.

Variant
position
(GRCh37)

rs id cDNA change;
protein change

Number of case
carriers (%)

Number of control
carriers (N= 710)

MAF (gnomAD-NFE) MAF (1000G-IBS)

9:79469048 N/A c.111_113dup;
p.Thr38dup

1 (0.216%)* 0 NR NR

9:79461518 rs1324608847 c.421C>T;
p.Arg141Ter

1 (0.216%) 1 male 0.001% NR

9:79441650 rs139658711 c.509-2A>G;? 3 (0.649%) 0 0.135% NR

9:79325002 N/A c.2188dup;
p.Ile730AsnfsTer6

1 (0.216%) 0 NR NR

9:79319016 rs755480259 c.7514-1G>A;? 1 (0.216%)* 0 0.001% NR

9:79318858 rs147789214 c.7669_7671del;
p.Glu2557del

1 (0.216%) 0 0.005% NR

NR not reported.
*Variants found in the discovery series by WES.
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Splicing Finder V3.0 [40] and MaxEntScan3ss [41] (Supplementary
Table 6).

Missense variants. Of the 28 missense variants in PRUNE2 found
in our patients, four variants occurred at highly conserved
nucleotides (Supplementary Table 7), having been screened in
healthy subjects to further clarify an eventual disease associa-
tion (Table 2). The c.8725G>A variant, considered potentially
pathogenic by 10 of the 11 in silico predictors (Supplementary
Table 7), was found in HPC342, a patient diagnosed by the age
of 53 without family history of PrCa. One healthy control with no
family history of cancer was identified as a carrier of the same
variant. The remaining three variants were predicted to be
pathogenic by 9 of the 11 in silico predictors (Supplementary
Table 7). The c.247G>A transition, identified in a patient with
early-onset disease (HPC240) was not found in controls, the
c.389C>T variant, identified in two patients fulfilling the family
history criterion only (HPC178 and HPC268), was found in one
male control, and the c.442G>A variant, carried by an early-
onset patient with no family history of PrCa (HPC409), was found
in one healthy female.

The remaining 24 missense variants were not further explored
due to the unconserved nature of the involved nucleotides
(Supplementary Table 7).

Founder effect of recurrent variants
Following the discovery of the recurrent splice variant c.509-2A>G
in three unrelated patients, we performed a preliminary IBD
analysis on chromosome 9 using T-NGS genotype data. The
haplotype reconstruction revealed a shared ~195.3 kb segment
flanking the variant (chr9:7932566–79520913) among all three
carriers, highly suggesting a common founder origin (Fig. 3a). An
extended shared haplotype spanning the entire targeted geno-
typed PRUNE2 gene region (~291.5 Kb) was identified in two of the
three carriers (HPC119 and HPC139).
To obtain a better resolution of the variant haplotype and to

verify if it extended beyond the PRUNE2 gene, we performed a
similar IBD analysis approach using high-density genome-wide
SNP data obtained for the Portuguese patients included in the
PRACTICAL consortium [37], which included the three variant
carriers. The IBD analysis of the genome-wide SNP data
(Oncoarray) corroborated the existence of a smaller core shared
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haplotype, matching the conserved region previously identified in
the analysis of the T-NGS data. Furthermore, it also revealed that
the larger haplotype identified in the two carriers in the initial
analysis extended to ~832 Kb (chr9: 78,682,426–79,514,465)
(Fig. 3a). The phylogenetic network reconstruction of this
extended haplotype region was consistent with the previous
analysis, and revealed a high level of genetic variability, with none
of the other genotyped participants of the Portuguese PRACTICAL
dataset carrying the haplotype flanking the variant (Fig. 3b),
further supporting a common ancestor.

DISCUSSION
The goal of this work was to identify new genes associated with
PrCa genetic susceptibility, so we hypothesised that using a
genome-wide approach such as WES in duos and trios of affected
relatives, in a relatively homogeneous population, could help us to

prioritise candidate genes. In line with this, we have selected 96
patients from 45 PrCa families of our series of 462 families with
early-onset and/or familial/hereditary disease. Recurrently
mutated genes with at least one frameshift, nonsense or splicing
variant segregating with the disease in the affected family
members were prioritised. PRUNE2, so far not implicated in PrCa
predisposition, stood out as a good candidate gene, due to the
significant frequency of variants found in our series and its
association with PrCa development [42].
PRUNE2, also known as BMCC1, was first described by Machida

and colleagues, who correlated its increased expression with good
prognosis in neuroblastoma patients, attributing to PRUNE2 a role
in cellular transformation, differentiation, and also survival and
aggressiveness of tumorigenic cells [43]. PRUNE2 gained relevance
in PrCa due to its association with the well-known non-coding
RNA PCA3 (the most specific PrCa biomarker), which was found to
be embedded within intron 6 of PRUNE2 in the opposite
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Table 2. Missense variants considered “potentially pathogenic” in PRUNE2.

Variant position
(GRCh37)

rs id cDNA change;
protein change

Number of case
carriers (%)

Number of control
carriers (N= 710)

MAF
(gnomAD-
NFE)

MAF
(1000G-
IBS)

Total
predictiona

9:79465476 rs189759245 c.247G>A;
p.Glu83Lys

1 (0.216%) 0 0.005% NR 11/15

9:79461550 rs759877968 c.389C>T;
p.Pro130Leu

2 (0.433%) 1 male 0.004% NR 11/15

9:79461497 rs765205658 c.442G>A;
p.Val148Met

1 (0.216%) 1 female NR NR 11/15

9:79259658 rs772474129 c.8725G>A;
p.Gly2909Arg

1 (0.216%) 1 male 0.010% NR 14/15

NR not reported.
aFraction of functional predictors where the variant is predicted to be pathogenic.
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orientation [44]. Later, it was shown that PCA3 and PRUNE2
negatively regulate each other through a complex post-
transcriptional RNA editing mechanism, mediated by adenosine
deaminase acting on RNA (ADAR) proteins [42]. The same study
reported that PRUNE2 downregulation increases cell proliferation
and transformation. Conversely, PCA3 knockdown decreases cell
proliferation. Furthermore, by using data retrieved from The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), the authors have also demonstrated
that in human prostate cancer samples, both the mRNA levels and
protein expression of PCA3 and PRUNE2, correlated inversely. High
PRUNE2 and low PCA3 levels are detected in non-malignant
prostate samples, whereas low PRUNE2 and high PCA3 are found
in prostate carcinomas [42]. For this reason, PRUNE2 was proposed
as a PrCa-specific tumour suppressor gene (TSG).
Here, we report the presence of germline monoallelic variants in

PRUNE2 in early-onset and/or familial PrCa with deleterious and

potentially pathogenic variants being present in 2.8% of the
patients (13/462). While a small number of somatic variants have
already been reported in PrCa patients in publicly available
databases (Fig. 4), to the best of our knowledge, this is the first
report of PRUNE2 germline variants in PrCa patients. Interestingly,
most of the variants identified in our patients occur at the 5’- or 3’-
terminal regions of the coding sequence (Fig. 4), raising the
question to what extent they affect PRUNE2 expression. Due to
the importance of PRUNE2 in the control of cellular transforma-
tion, specifically some of its domains (Fig. 4), it is plausible to
assume that these variants may disrupt its normal tumour
suppressor function. On the other hand, considering the mutual
regulation between PRUNE2 and PCA3 [42], it would be
interesting to investigate the impact of these germline variants
in PCA3 expression, and how this regulation may contribute to
prostate carcinogenesis.
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HPC314

78.7

HPC119
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HPC314

78.8 78.9 79.0 79.1 79.2 79.3 79.4 79.5
Chr 9 (Mb)

chr9: 78682426 – 79514465 (∼832 kb) 

IBD shared haplotype

PRUNE2

OncoArray

T-NGS

Fig. 3 IBD analysis for carriers of the splicing variant c.509-2A>G. a Length of the shared haplotype flanking the PRUNE2 variant c.509-
2 A > G in the three HPC carriers. The grey shading indicates the entire PRUNE2 gene. The blue region represents the shared haplotype
identified by the analysis of T-NGS data (SureSelect gene panel), whereas the salmon region (which includes also the genes GCNT1, PCSK5 and
RFK) represents the haplotype identified using the high-density SNP OncoArray genotype data. b Median-joining network reconstruction of
the extended IBD haplotype region (chr9:78682426–79514465) for the Portuguese PRACTICAL dataset (374 cases and 180 controls). Each circle
represents a haplotype, and circle size is proportional to the number of individuals carrying the specific haplotype. The haplotype harbouring
the variant is coloured in red and highlighted in detail. Median-joining algorithm was implemented using PopArt software.
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Using available data from the TCGA Dataset, we also observed
that PRUNE2 expression is decreased in PrCa samples in
comparison with adjacent normal prostate (Supplementary
Fig. 1), supporting its role as tumour suppressor [42]. However,
we also observed that its expression pattern in tumour samples
vs normal adjacent tissues is transversal to other tumour types.
In fact, two of the 13 patients carrying PRUNE2 variants, HPC164
(Fig. 1b) and HPC240 (Supplementary Fig. 2), had second
neoplasia (colon and kidney, respectively) and several carriers
have relatives showing other cancer types (namely, breast and
colon), consistent with the decreased PRUNE2 expression
observed in tumour samples of most of the cancers (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1). Moreover, a WES study in patients with
parathyroid carcinoma identified one patient with a PRUNE2
germline variant, along with several other patients carrying
somatic variants, altogether representing 18% of the patients
[45]. Other authors have also reported inactivating somatic
variants in PRUNE2, namely in a subset of patients with Merkel
cell carcinoma [46], and in patients with solid papillary
carcinoma with the reverse polarity of the breast [47].
Altogether, these observations strongly suggest that, as many
other TSG, PRUNE2 might be a pan-cancer TSG.
The identification of recurrent founder variants in clinically

relevant genes is important to improve risk assessment in
specific populations and may contribute to the development of
more cost-effective targeted genetic screening strategies. There-
fore, in addition to a genetic screening of early-onset and
familial/hereditary PrCa patients to identify pathogenic variants
contributing to increased PrCa risk, we sought to investigate
whether pathogenic/likely pathogenic variants present in more
than two families originated independently or from a single
founder mutational event. The haplotype and phylogenetic
analyses of the three carriers of the c.509-2A>G PRUNE2 variant,
the only likely pathogenic variant present in three families in this
study, revealed a shared and rare haplotype flanking the variant,
which corroborates a founder origin instead of multiple
independent occurrences. Similarly, several other founder
variants in cancer-predisposing genes have been described in
distinct populations, including in the Portuguese population
[19, 37, 48–50].
In an era of precision and personalised oncology, understanding

the molecular basis of hereditary PrCa is paramount for predictive
testing and targeted screening, risk evaluation, and ultimately for
treatment decision-making [8, 51–53]. By demonstrating that
PRUNE2 is the most frequently mutated gene in our series,
occurring in a mutually exclusive manner with deleterious variants
in known DNA repair genes (data not shown), we strengthened
the association between PRUNE2 and PrCa development, thereby
proposing PRUNE2 as a novel PrCa predisposition gene.

DATA AVAILABILITY
Data supporting the results reported in this paper can be found at: https://
hive.biochemistry.gwu.edu/biomuta/proteinview/P38936 and https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/.
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